EACS Newsletter

Dear Members,

It’s my pleasure to provide you with a new issue of your EACS NEWSLETTER on the upcoming events and activities as well as other valuable information.

Manuel Battegay
EACS President

15th EUROPEAN AIDS CONFERENCE
It is our great pleasure to invite you to Barcelona to attend the 15th European AIDS Conference on October 21-24, 2015. Important deadlines:
- Standard Registration Fee: September 20, 2015
- Online Registration: October 13, 2015
Register online

HIV FORUM: INTEGRATING SCIENCE AND CLINICAL PRACTICE
The 1st HIV FORUM focusing on Integrase Inhibitors will take place in Barcelona, Spain on October 20, 2015. The HIV FORUM offers

International Lecture Series and Launch of The Martin Fisher Foundation
The Martin Fisher Foundation is being established to celebrate and take forward the legacy of the incredible work which Martin led to treat with dignity, compassion and respect patients with HIV and focus on the development of new strategies for effective treatment and prevention. This work was centred on Brighton and Hove but through his distinguished research career has had a global reach.
Learn more

19th Annual Resistance and Antiviral Therapy Meeting
a unique platform for enhancing clinical knowledge of healthcare professionals working in the field of HIV therapy.

→Read more

The 19th Annual Resistance and Antiviral Therapy Meeting is to be held at Wellcome Collection in London on September 16, 2015. The tradition is to review and discuss aspects of virology research that advance understanding and have immediate application in care settings.

→Read more
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